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When a top geneticist joined the hunt for the yeti, his trail led to 
obsessives, adventurers, Nazis and Hollywood. By Paul Dietrich

T
hey call it almasty in 
Russia. In Sumatra, the 
orang-pendek, in Bhutan, the 
migoi and north America,  
the sasquatch. But it’s the 

himalayan name we know best – the 
yeti, or perhaps more popular still, the 
Abominable Snowman… Bigfoot.

But does it exist? That’s the question 
Oxford University’s professor of 
genetics Bryan Sykes sought to answer. 
For proof, he would use DNA. 
Footprints, film footage and 
eyewitness accounts would 
not be enough.

The account of his 
entertaining and 
intriguing investigation is 
detailed in his book, The 
Nature Of The Beast.

‘There are many good 
reasons for doubting the 
claims of the yeti-hunters,’ 
he writes. ‘No body has 
been found and fully 
examined… And yet 
eyewitness reports still 
come streaming in. Are these all the 
inventions of vivid imaginations, 
phantasms of the minds of the 
harmlessly deluded or just plain fraud?’

Current thinking among believers is 
the yeti is an unknown giant ape or 
some form of surviving Neanderthal.

If the latter were to be true, Sykes 
would prove it by matching a sample 
against the DNA extracted from 
Neanderthal remains. If the former, no 
exact match would be made with an 
existing animal, meaning it must be 
something as yet unknown.

So, all he needed were reliable 
samples. But where would he get them?

The fashion for yeti-hunting exploded 
in 1951 after himalayan explorer eric 
Shipton brought back a photo of a large 
footprint in the snow. The Daily Mail 
was first to sponsor a huge expedition 
in 1954. Texan oil baron Tom Slick 
followed but Bigfoot remained elusive.

however, Sykes found his samples 
nonetheless. Some came from 
adventurers such as Christophe 
hagenmuller, a French explorer who 
came across a dead yeti climbing the 
himalaya in Kashmir in the late 1990s. 
It had been killed by a local hunter and 
shown to hagenmuller on condition he 
never revealed its whereabouts.

he took photographs and, luckily for 
Sykes, some hair samples.

Others came from the Italian 
Reinhold Messner, the first man to 
scale everest solo and without oxygen 
in 1980. Messner had the head and pelt 
of a yeti taken from Tibet by a Nazi-
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inspired expedition sponsored by 
himmler in 1938. hitler’s henchman 
was convinced the Aryan race had been 
forged in fire and ice in Tibet and 
thought the yeti was proof of it.

hollywood star James Stewart played 
an unlikely part in a further sample. In 
1959, professor William Osman hill, 
director of London Zoo, commissioned 
Peter Byrne, an Irish adventurer and 
veteran of previous yeti hunts, to steal 
part of a mummified yeti hand from a 
Buddhist monastery in Nepal.

In a case that came to be known as 

Bear hunt: Bryan Sykes set 
out to find the yeti
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